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Forest:   Colville  District:   Republic                   
 
Road Number:      5330000                        Road Name:             
 
Beginning Mile Post:  0.00 Ending Mile Post:  8.90                     
 
Traffic Level of Service:      I             
 
Objective Maintenance Level:             1          2       X    3           4           5 
 
Operational Maintenance Level:         1           2      X     3           4          5 
 
Maintenance by:   F.S.         Non-Forest Service ROW or jurisdiction?      Y   X    N 
 
Any road use agreements, maintenance agreements, or other encumbrances?  
      Y      X   N 
 
Description of agreements or encumbrances: 
 N/A 

 
 
Subject to Highway Safety Act?     X    Y         N 
 
 
Non-highway-legal vehicles currently permitted?         Y       X   N 
 
Is motorized mixed use consistent with State and local laws?          Y         N 
  
 
Description of road management objectives, existing use, and proposed use: 
NFSR 5330000 is a single lane Operational Maintenance Level 3 road managed 
for highway legal passenger.  The length of the entire route is 8.9 miles and 
encompasses the segment being analyzed.  It is identified as an aggregate-
surfaced route.  This route was identified in the Forest Wide Subpart A Travel 
Analysis as Likely Needed, serves as a designated groomed snowmobile route, 
and is identified as a route for mountain bikes from its beginning terminus to MP 
4.69. It has a seasonal restriction to motor vehicle use from 12/1 to 3/31.   This 
route’s intended design vehicle (the vehicle with intended frequent use) is a logging 
truck and the critical vehicle (the largest vehicle whose limited use the road is 
necessary without consideration for speed or convenience) is a lowboy tractor 
trailer. 
 
Current use consists primarily of administrative, logging, and recreational public 
use. Average Daily Traffic (ADT) is estimated at < 5 vehicles per day from MP 0.0 
to approximate MP 0.3 at the junction with NFSR 5330100 due to traffic generated 
by visitors to Ferry Lake; north of that, from MP 0.3 to the end terminus at MP 8.9, 
ADT is less than one vehicle per day during those periods when there is no logging 
traffic.  The route did not have current use for commercial timber sale haul at the 
time of survey.  Recreational traffic is primarily for dispersed and developed 



camping and hunting access along this and tributary routes.  The proposed use is 
to designate this route for use by those vehicles defined in FSM 7705 as non-
highway legal vehicles, in particular Recreational Off-highway Vehicles (ROV’s, 
also called side-by-sides) that meet Washington State requirements to be licensed 
as Wheeled All-Terrain Vehicles (WATV’s).  This designation, in conjunction with 
the proposed designation of nearby NFSR’s 53 and 5320, along with existing 
motorized mixed use designations in the area, would create a series of loop routes 
available to non-highway legal motor vehicles on National Forest System and Ferry 
County roads. 
 
Summary of Findings: 
This route is a low-volume road designed to be driven as relatively low speed (< 
25 MPH); the estimated 85th percentile speed is 25 MPH.  Turnouts are limited 
and not intervisible and sight distances are variable from acceptable to limited due 
to roadside vegetation.  The route has a crushed aggregate surface for its entire 
length.  The route resides on relatively flat topography; there are negligible drop-
off issues for road departure accidents due to the gentle nature of the topography.  
Alignment is generally comprised of large-radius curves and tangents of varying 
lengths and area north of NFSR 5330100 and near NFSR 5314 that have more 
numerous small-radius curves. 
 

 
Factors Considered: 

 
1. Operator considerations: 
 Non-Highway Legal Operators 
The Revised Code of Washington (RCW) draws a distinction between WATV’s 
and other off-road vehicles in terms of operator licensing. In accordance with the 
RCW: 

• Operators of WATV’s on public roadways, not including nonhighway 
roads, are required to have a valid driver’s license. Nonhighway roads are 
defined in RCW 46.09.310 as any roads owned or managed by a public 
agency (such as the Forest Service) and are not included in the WATV 
operator licensing requirement found in RCW 46.04.444.  

• Operators under sixteen years of age may operate other types of off-road 
vehicles on nonhighway (Forest Service) roads designated for off-road 
vehicle use if under the direct supervision of a person eighteen years of 
age or older possessing a valid driver’s license.  

• Operators or passengers riding an off-road vehicle that is not equipped 
with seat belts and roll bars or an enclosed passenger compartment must 
wear a motor cycle helmet. 

• Although provision is made in RCW 46.09.444 for the establishment of 
on-line training for those registering WATV’s and Utility All-Terrain 
Vehicles for use on public roadways, there is no requirement for training 
for operators of any age.  
 



The primary use resulting from the proposed designation would be for recreational 
riding and would occur during the spring, summer, and fall, since this route, 
according to its RMO, is a designated ungroomed snowmobile route. 
 
 Highway Legal Operators 
Primary users of this road are local drivers engaged in various sorts of recreational 
or administrative activities; periods of commercial use may also be anticipated 
when timber sales are occurring along this or tributary routes.  The majority of 
drivers are generally experienced at operating motor vehicles on National Forest 
System roads. 
 
 
2. Crash history: 

There is no known crash history for this route. 
 
 
3. Traffic volume and type: 

 
Non-highway-legal vehicles: 
    < 12 inch tread width     < 50 inch tread width     >50 inch tread width 
 
Highway-legal vehicles:  
  X  Passenger cars   X  Commercial vehicles     X  Recreation vehicles (RV’s) 

 
Traffic on this route is variable, depending on the amount of commercial logging 
traffic that may contribute to Average Daily Traffic (ADT) values due to commercial 
harvest activities.  In the absence of hauling activities, ADT is less than five vehicle 
per day from the beginning terminus at NFSR 53 to the intersection with NFSR 
5330100 and less than one vehicle per day beyond that; commercial hauling could 
raise that number to 20 vehicles  vehicle per day or more.  Recreational Vehicle 
and passenger car traffic can be expected on the entire length of this route, 
especially from NFSR 5330100 to the south. 
 
 
4. Speed - Anticipated average speed (85th percentile): 
Anticipated average speed, based on personal observation and driving on the 
road, is approximated 25 mph. 
 
 
5. Road surface type: 
The route has a crushed aggregate surface for its entire length.  Surface condition 
is generally acceptable, having minor surface irregularities and occasional 
washboarding. 
 



 
Example of washboarding at MP 5.9 

 
 
6. Intersections with other roads and trails: 
 Aside from its beginning and ending intersections with NFSR 53 and County 
Road 217, this route has several intersections with open roads along its length: 
NFSR’s 5330100, 5330180, 5330400, 5314 (all of which have designated 
motorized mixed use), 5330450, 5330640, and 5553800. These intersections 
have acceptable intersection sight distances.   

 
 

7. Other roadway factors: 
 Turnouts and road width are generally adequate to allow for passage of oncoming 
vehicles but turnouts are generally not intervisible.  Sight distance is acceptable to 
see and react to oncoming vehicles on tangents and larger-radius curves, but 
roadside vegetation interferes with sight distance on smaller radius curves. 
 
 
8. Roadside conditions: 
This route resides on relatively flat terrain and has negligible drop-off issues for 
road departure accidents.   



 
 
9. Risk without mitigation: 

 
Crash probability:       High   X    Med       Low 
 
Crash severity:       High   X    Med       Low 
 

Mitigation Measures: 
In the event there were to be timber sale activity associated with this route, close 
the road to non-highway legal vehicles during periods of commercial log haul to 
avoid collisions between commercial hauling vehicles and proposed users.  
Estimated cost = $0.00 
 
Perform roadside brushing at locations where sight distance is limited in order to 
improve that sight distance and lessen the probability of accidents, especially on 
curves. Estimated cost for roadside brushing on both sides of road = $600/ mile; 
$3,000 total cost for route. 
 
 
Install “Share The Road” signs at MP 0.0 and  MP 8.9 to alert 
motorists that they are entering an area of changed conditions 
with regard to motorized mixed use.  Estimated cost for two sign 
installation = $1,000. Depending on route designation decisions 
in this area, sign installations could be strategically located to 
address multiple routes and reduce sign installation costs 
 

Conclusion: 
Crash Probability is MEDIUM on this route without mitigation.  Crash Severity is 
MEDIUM based on the expected travel speed for this road. 
 
The listed mitigations would lessen Crash Probability as a result of improved sight 
distances and increased operator awareness of motorized use on this road, and 
Crash Probability would be LOW.  Crash Severity would be remain MEDIUM based 
on the anticipated travel speeds. 
 
 
 
Prepared by: 

 
 
               /s/ Kenneth R. Kittrell 
Qualified Engineer Date:  01/31/2019  
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